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ABSTRACT :
Ttre purpose of this study was to determine whether a
sharing system for instructional media software materials was
desirable for'the ten medical schools in New York State.
Questionnaires were sent to media adminisErators at
New York State's medical schools to elicit responses regard-
ing usage patterns of instructional media softrware in eight
categories: posters, stili photbs, modelJs, motion film,
videotape, audiotape, 35mm slides and transparencies. Ques-
tions pertaining to types and amounts of media sofEware used
and whether the mediated programs were produced in-house or
cornmercially.produced were included on the survey instrr:ment.
From the responses of the ten media administrators at
medical schools in New York State, the following results were
found:
1. Usage patterns of media "software ma-terials
differ widely among medical schools in New York
State.
,2. Overall :faculty use of instructional inedia is
hlgh in medical schools in New York State.
3. Ttre'majority of media administrat6'rs in New iork
State's medical schools indicated that -it would
- be a valuable opportunity to borrow or exchange
-. media software materials with other medical
schools in New York State.
As a result of this investigatlon, one major need
for further study was recognized: a study of medical school
faculty in New York State to determine preference and usage
1eve1s of instructional media by these faculty, and atti-
tudes regarding the potential of a medi'a software sharing
program between medical schools in .New York SEate.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCT工ON
AND
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM         ´
i   CHAPTER I
.INTRODUCT10N AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
S｀tatёment of the Problem.
In the health sciences , as in'a11 'technologi,cal fields
of study, the "information explosion" is.clearly evidenced.
Ih,rndreds of professional and specialized' journals, papers,
pamphlets, and other literature are currently published.
Fil1ed with innovations, discoveries, theories, history and
case studies, this literature serves the health science com-
uunity in vital ways because most of the informaLion .presented
is not avail,able anyrohere else
Instructional media sources other than print are also
serving the needs for specialized information in the health
.sciences in special'ways. Cournercial businesses such as
Audio Digest, a subscription service for medically oriented
-audio casselttes, and Videosurgery, a videotaPe service
providing tapes of various surgical procedures, offer the
,nedical'cc:imunity well-produced progr€uns using nedi'ated
for:urats to enhance the presentation of infor:rration.' L medi-
cal. educational institutions, media. centers are producing
prograns using many types of media sofEware for use in ,the
classroom, lecture hal1, laboratory, library and oEher
places. Because of the unique potentia-l of instructionhl
media くdetailed in Chapter ttI), itS effёctive use is
sought by media‐admihiS trOtors.
It is contended that one way to fac■litate the most
effecビive.use of instructional media at medical schools ■ould
be to`estalb‐liSh a systematic Prograrn for shar■ng media soft―
ware mteria■s between suしh schools.  Currently, among medical
schoo■s n NewtYork State, both pr■vate ■nstitutions and cam―
pusёs Of the State University system, there exists no compre―
henSiVe, universal system for this purposeo  This・problem was
brought to the author's attention through an interview with
Anne Lawrence,l Media Librarian at the State University of
`New York Upstate.Medical Center in Syracuseo  Ms. Lawrence
expressed hёr profёss′ional op■nion that access to media mate―
rials owned by Other medical schools would be valuable to the
Facu■ty and students with whom she workso  Ms. Lawrence cited
isolated incidents of media materials being shared among health
science schod■s in the Syracuse area.  One such´case involved
the ■ending of.a progrnTn dealing with physiology to the
LeMOyne C01■ege Library, and another, the lending of a Blo―
logica■ Ethics program to a St. Lawrence Un■vers■y prOf ssor.
BOth lrOgrnmO were borrOwed from Syracuse University's UPstate
・ Medica■lCenter.  These cases were not the resultS Of offic■al
1
'In May of L977, whi,le searching for a Ehesis topic,
author vibited the Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse
spoke with l'ledia ,Librarian Anne 'Lawrence.
,:,.
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policy, and certainly. .Irere not eomonplscs;
The implementation of a statewide consortium for the
purpose of 
'sharing instructional media software materials
holds significant potential for medical students'and educa-
tors
In its simplest for:m, a system for sharing nedia mate-
rials owned by medical schools would open a line of coumunica-
tion which would provide an effective way for medical media'
adninistrators to. be continually aware of each others' acqui-
sitions and productions. Ihis wbuld include the knowledge of
what programs are being produced at each medical school's'media
center, 4s,well as what Programs are being purchased fiom
cou:mercial media'dealers. With this knowLedge, duplication of
efforts in terurs of media productions and purchases could be
eliminated through the sharing of mateiials. The sharing of
media programs to faci,litate coulmon instructional objectives
among medical schools could therefore result in a three-way
savings of time, money and personnel resources. The finite
potential of such a system is impossible to deter:urine before
its incepti'on, bgc seems limited only by the enthusiasm and
creativity of those media administrators at medical sch6ols
across New York State
Hypothesis
A systematic method for the sharing of instructional
materials between medical schools in New York State is seen
as.educationally beneficial by media administrators at those
schools.
4
',Sienificance of the Problem
-
Ttre primary focus of the study involves sharing media
sofdware in a systematic fashion among medical schobls in
New York State. TLre significance of a Project of this scoPe
lies in its.roLe as a model for more comprehensive media soft-
ware sharing programs among all leveIs of educational institu-
tions around the state and larger areas. As the findings are
interpreted, they can be applied to any level or Program in
education.
,i
Areas of Study
;;" conclusions of the study are completed, there'
are a number of points which are expected to be answered. Ttre
first of these is whether there exists an enthusiastic spirit
among instructional media administrators at medical schools in'
New York State in the form of willingness to share sofEware
material-s.
Another area to be explored involves cerEain conditions
at medical schools in New York State. Are they sueh that a
consortiun-type program to facilitate the shared distribution
of media software uiateiial.s can succeed under the following
conditions (not all-inclusivej) : 1) the' schools would be
willing to buy media programs in software form at the cost of
dup'lication and shipping, 2) production capabilities differ,
thus creating a significant difference in Ehe types of software
owned and used, and 3) faculty members at respective medical
schools would find value in access to certain types of
:'
programs owned by other medicaL schools in New York State?
Perhaps the most "crucial hypothesis overalL is that a
consortir:rn for the shared distribution of media software mate-,
reials is considered a favorable manner in which to.obtain pro-
grams at low cost-.
A fourth question involves a hypothetical listing of
programs owned and produced by medical schools in New York
State. Would this be considered a valuable tool for use by 
:
medical media administrators.?
Finally, do privately-run medical schools in }trew York
State own and use fewe'r instructional media than state-affilt-
aEed medical schools ?
Questions trhich must be answered
There are five basic fait-seekiirg questions which mubt b'e
answered, from which conclusions on the Ehesis may be diawn.
The first of these questions is: ttrhat.kinds of media.materials
are produced in-house at medical schools in New York State and
how many of each are produced?
The second 
-question is: Ialtrat kirids of rnedia materials
are purchased from commefcial media dealers and how many 6f
each are purchased?
1.
The third essential question is: Are media materials
being shared among medical schools in l.lew York State 'as, a
result of an organ'ized agreement among the schools?
The fourth question is: Are medical school faculty
wilLing to participate iri sharing programs for n{edia software
6with other medical schoots
The final questton
use of instructional media
in New York State?
is: In which subject areas is the
most prevalent at medical schools
't
purposes of this study. They
mutually inclusive for the valldity
Purposes of the Study
Ihere are three main
are equal.in importance and
of the thesis.
Ttre first purpose is to show a history of instruc-
Eional media as used in medical education. This tri1l be done
to gain an understanding for the evolution of insEructional
rnedia in medical education and to show what is practically
possible r.rnder given conditions. :
The second purpose of the study is to gather data via
a survey questionnair:e from media administrators at medical
schools in'IIew York'State to assess present-day practices and.
attitudes surrounding the use of instructional media at those
institutions
The third-purpose of the study is to interpret the data
t+hich will have been fathered and, in doing so, determine the
validity of the hypothesis.
Assr-unptions and Limitations
It is assuned foi purposes of this study that the
media administrators surveyed will be truthful and accurate
in their answers.
The suri\zey will be limited to medical schools in New
York State
' The. survey will be lirnited to eight categories of
media software: Posters, still photos, models, motion filn,
videotape, audiotape, 35m slides, and overhead transParencies.
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF
RELATED LITERATURE
i             CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LttTERATURE
Historical Pёrspective
The most famous of all_medical educators, HippOcrates,
taught his stidents through lecturё―demonStration of'proce―
dural methods on actual patients.  This eduCational・t chnique
rema■ns bas■c to medical education everywhere.
」ust as: a■l texts were, at one t■me, ha dwrittenF,
medical literature、was duplicated in this manner and｀distriァ
buぜёd by medica.I educators to facilitate the grOwing n■コbers
of students.
The largeζt single advancement, not only in mediごal
COu■lluniCations but in man's total couttlunications evolution,
was Gutenberg's printing press in 1455。  This not o ■y enabled
the printed word to be circulated with greater efficiency,
but also pe.111■tted clin■cal draw■ngs to be pr■nted through
the use of woodcuts.                        ・
Photography was first used for medical purpOses ■n
1543 when the book De Humani Corporis Fabrica by Vesalius
exhibited Pictures made by the Camera obscura.  This fore―
runner of the modern camera consisted of 'la dark chamber or
room with a hole (later a lens) in One wall through which
images of objects outside the room were pro」ected on the
9Opposite wall。'11    :   ・              `                   .
In 1884, CeOrge｀lEastman invented the first flexible
photographic film, and many physicians became amateur photo―
graphers because of its ease of use.  These physicians found
PhOtOgraphy a convenient way to keep records of selected
cases.
The first comprehens■ve text on medical photography was
2written by Albert Londe in 1893。   ,
With Eastmants introduction of color transparencフ film
■n 19136, the applications of medical photography Were boosted
to an even greater magnitude, and medical slides became a com―,
monplace collection.
Motion Pidtures were、used in medicine as early as 1891
and featured short subjeCt actlons Such as gait, visible symp―
toms, and surgical procedure.   Since ■t was n cessary to send
the entire camera out for film process■ng at that tim , film
length‐was restricted to about four minutes.  In‐ 1915, howev t,
larger cameras and more readily ava■lable development pro―
ceSses Paved the way for longer filmso  ln 1923, 16-millimeter
lErr"y"lopaedia Brittanica.
2AlbLrt Lol:;6)。
Villars et Fils, .
.)
'S.T. Teoh,"Central Facilities, Faculty of Medicine,University of Malaya, I'lalaysia, Educational Broadcastihg
trnternational, September, L976
4Ruth C. Wakerlin, "An Overview of Motion Pictures in
Medical Education", Journal of Medical Education, 46:592, i97L.
Medicale,(Paris: Gatthier‐
'' 
-' , 
--
10.
f ilm was born, and four 
.years later motion pictures with sound
rf,ere being used with success. In 1935, EasEman's Kodachrome
made coLor moEion Picture photography possible, and medical
applications were found-in its ability to differentiate Patho-
logic conditions through truer color renditions than the black
and white process previously in use
By 1950, even though technical achievements made Po.s-
sible most of the audiovisual techniques in use today (excrjpt
computer aird videotaPe applications) , medical educators l,fere;
as a whole, not convinced of its effectiVeness. They main-
tained the traditional'methods .of lecture, textb'ook, Iive.
patient and cadaver in the edu'cation of medical stud'ehts.
Self-pace'd methods, such as those allowing a student to take
exaninations when they'feel prepa*ed, werb unheard o.f in the".
United States-, and instructiona.l media were,used chiefly
during tr-ectures by those professors who managed to find a
motion picture film or set of slides pertaining to their
subject matter. Cataloging was poor and those institutions
which ovrned collections of audiovisual software found them
virtually untouched by studenEs'and faculty. Hardware was
cumbersome and confusing, discouraging even'the most willing
user
By Lg62, forty-seven medical schools in the United
States wer'e using live closed-circuit television for various
pu,rposes , but only four schools owned videotape recorders.
As'use of videotape increased, its presence lras restricted to
11
the larger schools which maintained production capability.
Those without an entirb videotape operation including produc-
tion studio had very few sources from which to acquire tapes
of pertinent subject matter. In addition to this limitation,
there was no industry standard regarding sizes of vidbotape,
so that any school- buying videlotape .hardwdre risked. the prob:
ability of obsoles.cence of its, invesEment.5
:uctional media efforts
becane apparent, as well as its Eremendous potential, the
federal government becane interested in the positive d'evelop-
ment of audiovisual materials in the nation's medical schools.
At the Surgeon Gbneral's Confereirce on Hea1th Comnr:nications
in L962, it was stated that libraries should be the source of
this development, and that'medi'cal libraries in pariicular
should. systematica'I1y expand to include coumunications advances
other than books
Departure from the narrow and traditional view of
technical libraries should lead to having in Lhe modernlibrary conrnunication aids such as films., tape recordings,
video tapes, progranrned learning courses, and the equip-
ment and services neces.sa6y to exploit newer Eeans of'.com-
. 
munication and education. "
The government's call did not go unheeded, largely due,
5Richard S. Christian and Lawrence Creshkoff,
"Videotape Use in Health Care," Educational and Industriat
Televis ion, Surgeon General' s Reffi .3-T.917
6Robert S. Warner, M.D., "New Audio-Visual Methods in
Postgraduate Medical Education," Journal of the Biological
Photographic AssociaEion, 22: 150-16-O',--T9-5T 
-
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to substantial allocations eaェμlarked in the federal budte与
for instructional media development in all phases of education,
including medical schools.  This development becomes apparent
in the fol10wing section。                            .
Utilization and EffectiJreness
The varieties of instructional media in use in medical
schools around the worLd appear to be growing rapidly. Insti-
tutions are finding media adaptable to specific learning re-
quirements and, as standardization of media becomes a xealJJza-
Eion, sharing systems dre being established with measured
Success. An overview of possible avenues for instructional
media in medical education will be presented here with case
studies
One of the most popular audiovisual sources in medical-
education today is the combination slide-taPe format. Ttrese
are most often used as 35-millimeEer slides with 
"""r"aa"
tapes. Other audio sources are used, however, including disc
recordings and reel-to-reel taPe recoidings.. In 1954, Dr.
Robert S. Warnerj Oirector of the University of Utah College
of Medicine, reported on the use of Audio Visual Seminar Kits
as a tool for continuing education at his institution:
These A-V kits have been used by the physician inhis office or in his home, by small groups of physicians
at medical meetings, and some have been presented in the
smaller hospital staff conferences. Although the exper-
ience with the kits has been limited, most of the physi-
cians feel that the material presented is of definite
educational value and feel that the opportunity to see
B
and hear such a medicaL discussion is very beneficial.T
In Briiain, a slstem rilas reported in use in 1968'for
the teaching of dermatol ogy. The hardware consisted of a 
-
reel-to-reel tape machine synchronLzed with a 35m front-
projected slide Projector. It was set up so that .the-student
!{as not confused by extraneous controls.8
Research in London in 1965 using an oPen reel taPe
machine synchronLzed with a 35nni slide Projector in the
teaching of electrocardiography elicited Ehe following con-
clusion from the researchers:
Prograrrned instruction in electrocardiography Pre-
sented-by a teaching machine produced results just as
. good as very carefully.prePared lectures. For academi-
cally poorer students and for those whose native Eongue
was other than English, the progr-ariure was probably the
more effecEive'teaching method. In this experiment
women appeared to learn better from lectures and men
from the programme, but further study is required to
confirm the [enerality of this result. The students
reacted favourably to prograurned instruction and to
teaching machines and expressed their prefergBce for
these' over conventional methods of learning."-
The Kindennann teaching machine consists of an auto-
matic slide projector used with rear screen projection and
a tape recorder lo, soundtrack and synchronLzirng tones.
TRob'ert S. Inlarner, M.D., "New.Audio-Visual Methods in
Postgraduate Medical Education," Journal of the Biological'
Photographic Association, 22:150-T60, f95T 
-8R.R. Phillips, "An"Audio-Visual Teaching Unit for
Dermatol ogy , " British Journal of Dermatology , 80,: 406 , 1958 .
9S.C..Oroen, J Anderson, R. Ha1I and G.A. Smart,
''ProgrammedLearninginMedica1Education,''L@'Medical Journal, 4Lz20L-204, L965.
' L4'
At chosen points, the taPe also has metal foil which triggers
a stop switch when a student response point is reached. Wtren
the response is compleEed, the student Presses a restart
button to continue the program. A group of London resehrchers
in Lg6g conducted comparative studies with the Kindermann
machines against traditional lecture methods of teaching:
A group of 4th year rhedical students 
-were tayght Partof an-endilcrinology course by prograunned tape-slide Pre-
senEations in pla-e of convenEional lectures. Kindermann
audiovisual .tutor machines and audio-cassette taPe players
with automatic hand viewers were .used. The students
taught in this way significantly-'improved their positiin Ehe ilass and reacted favourably Eo the experiment.
Self-instructional programs of various tyPes utilizing
media are constantly being evaluated for use in the basic
medical sciences. A Lg73 study of students of microscopic
anatomy reported "no statistical differences in practical ex-
amination means between the control group taught by the clas-
sical laboratory procedure and that of the self-instructional
students. This was true despite the fact that there were real
differences in time input the experimental group had
formal contact with the program only trwo hours Per week while
the control stud6nts had six hours lecture-laboratory Per week."11
?0
loR.McG. Harden, w.R. Dunn,
Anne Lindsay & G.l"l. Wilson, "Antution of Tape/Slide Programres(London: May 3, L969).
C. Holroyd, Rosemary Lever,
Experiment Involving Substi-for Lectures," The Lancet,
Roy A. Glover, ttAllR"yrorrd H. Kahn, James J. Conklin'&Self-Instructional Program in Microscopic
of Medical Education, L973
Anatomy," &ry!
1s
T\oo similar experiments in biochemisEry at the Univer-
sity of Texas Health Ci:nter at San Antonio yielded these
reactions:
The students not only chose self-instruction as
most efficient method but alf;o performed better on
examination after using Lt.LZ
??
?
?
?
It is clear from the data that the Personal-ized
System of lii.struction students made use of Ehe self-pacing
feature and that they learned at least as much material
while considering their course to be better and morerEn-joyable than did-the students in the ldcture system. rr
The use of instructional media materials was studied
arhong those students who were in an advanced stage of their
medical education:
Ihis study demonstrated that a multimedia package
utilizing the self-teaching concept was an accePtable suP-
plement to an existing family practice PreceptorshlP Pro-gram. Participating students not only demonstrated
,,1,.:^' favorable attitudes and improved knowledge scores on Ehe
instruments utilized in the study but also exPressed a
genuine interest and desire to review other self-teachingprograms. The portability of the hardware system and the
diverse selection of self-instructional material apprgared
to be prime factors in generating student interest.r+
Using audiotape as an instructional tool, medical schools
find it allows the student to observe a specimen or model with-
out having to refer to a written text for explanation. A
12Harold Bo White, Thomas M. Smith &Louis Lo Sulya,
"Self-Instructional and Audiovisual Methods of Teaching Bio-
Chemistry Ld.boratory," Journa! of Medical Education, 1973.
l3Rob"rt A. Weisman & David M. Shapiro,'Personairlrzed,
System of Instruction (Kel1er Method) for Medical School Bio-
Chemistry ,'. 」ournal of Medical Education, V。48: 1973.
l4Johr, p. Geyman & Rick Guyton, "Evaluation of Multi-
media Self-Teaching Programs for Medical Students Taking Com-
munity Preceptorships, " Journal of Medical Education, 49:L062-L064, Lg74
'16
British medical- schcol, 'using single premise audiotapes to
guide students in the study of histopathological specimens
reported the following:
The method has been found to be an agreeable way of
learning and eliminates the tiresome alteration between
the micloscope and a Printed text
Primarily developed to ease. the burden of repeatedhistological tuition to small group's' of students, taPe
record6d commentaries have sevdral, other advahtages,
which include improved accuracy and clarity of descrip-
tion, active parlicipati'on by the student, sEanderdization ts
of histologlcL1 Eeaching, and ease of revision"and editing.--
A comparative study conducted in Lg75 involved the
use of audiotape against the traditional lecture in a medi-
ca1 phar:ur4cology course :
Data obtained in this study indicate that medical'
students can le'arn complex subject matter in an audio-
based format as well as or better than in a lecture for-
mAt. This conclusion is based on the finding that the
upper 75 percent of students in both the grouPs performed
equalfy wLtt on the posttest, wl:ereas the bottom scoringqriartiie of students in the audio-based group pe_rformed
at a signifigantly higher leve1 than the comparable lec-
ture group.ro
The use of motion picture films in medical education
has, from its inception, been regarded as most effective when
,.
conveying a mess4ge centered around motion itself. Ttris
motion may be a clinical sy-mPtom, a dramatized study, or ski1l
15stewart Fletcher &Alan Ao Watson,
:iC長[:11:1 ld[::tI:i:hi1583f2;らit呈;::1°
1°gy,
"Magnetic Tape
" British Journal
16Phyllis Bogner, Abdul Wo Sa」■d,  David L. Ford,1:Effoctiveness of Audio―Based lnstruction in Medical PhaェШa―
cology,'1, 」ouinal of Medical 二ducatiOn, 50:677-682, 1975。
L7
reinforcemenE: ' 
.
In (Wenddll-Smith's)"study measuring the effect offtlm on grades for dissection received by 
_anatomy stu-dents, comparison of grades of viewers and non-viewers
showed that viewing. the film improved dissecting_perfor-
mance, especially among befow average students.r/
The nation's medical schools seem to agree on the
positivd value of. filns'in their teaching. The demand to
borrow filurs froO the American Medical Association fihn
library soared frcjui 4,328. to L4,064 per year in a tenlyear
18Perlod. --
Another instructional medir.rm-which caPtures .motion is
videotape. Ln 1954, Salt Lake City claimed to have conducted
the first use of open-circuit commercial television for medi-
cal education. This series of television clinics was aired
at a time when the generatr-publ.ic was thought least Iikely to
be watching television, to maintain,a low-key profile to Ehe
airings. They were not publicized except within the medical.
profession. Of the 342 physicians who viewed one or more of
the television clinics (48.9% of the total Physicians in the
viewing area) , 75,T said they gained new medical facts , 66%
preferred this type of television to other forms of ongoing
educaEion, and 5% saLd they objected to medical television
l7Rrah c. wakerlin, "An
Medical Education," Journal of
Overview of Motion Pictures in
Medical Education, 46:592, L971-.
18R.1ph P. Creer, "Use, Abuse and Misuse of Teachir-rB^Fi1ms," Canldian Medical Association Journal, 98:1090, 1968.
on that basis.19
18
Ttre uqe of television and videotape received
equal praise around the nation and the.worfd in medical edu-
cation circl-es
Mark T\sain once said, "You can't depend on your eyes
when your imagination is out of focus." trflith this premise in
mind, psychiatry students under the direction of Dr. Harry A.
l,Iilmer conducted patient interviews where. the students tried
various interview and diagnostic techniqu""'.20 Ttre interviews
r^rere recorded on videotaPe for review by' the grouP as a whole
Eo evaluate. Ttrrough the use of these recordings, labelled
"audiovisual biopsies," the perfornance of the student was
constructively criticized by his Peers and increased input on
patient diagnosis was solicited.
A similar technique´oヽf physician/Patient recordings for
psychiatric learning through "patient care conferences" was
seen to docuurent valuable verbal. and non-verbal"cues
By making the patient-physician interaction directly
observable, the videotape facilitates the. recognition
of (and teaching of) personality characteristics. Some
charac'teristics seen on the recorded interviews are:(a) the patient with a medica'I illness' who presents psych-iatric symptomatology, (b) the patient,.with primary psych-iatric illness presenting with medical s)rmptomatology,(c) the patient who uses pain to coumunicate loneliness
and depression, (d) the patient who exaggerates ormini--
mizes pain, and (e) the patient who withholds information
to test the doctor's competence.
l9Rob.rt S. Warner, M.D., "New Audio-Visual Methods in
Postgraduate l,ledical Education," @] of the Biolo€j-ca!Photographic Association, 22: 150-16T, f9-5T 
-20--
-"Harry A. Wilmer, "Television as a Participant Recordei,"
American Journal of Psvchiatrv, L24:9, 1968
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The studentS generally like to View themselves。  lt
seemed that their dn」oyment in being a doctor to medical
Out_patients was enhanced‐by [te :呈
:°1:131[薔 :Ll[es:l]讐Iselves in that role.  They wel
8:Elet:lillq:['こi[:ulle::::IY:::::。
:lil::Ei::1::[:irtl::ITll
::111::。th[nfinllllFd:l[::nlu::m習
:lt∴ェ"la in[。t:eleEりself
i::li:i:::n:::::::五: i :::::;:li::::illiliξ
 ::ili:i:
[:[1:113生LIaliュ::呈fi'1llitatel
Thel use δf videotape,showedl effectiveneSS in improving
the performance of a surgical team. After one operation at
the Temple University tteilth Sciendes Center, teams viewed'.
videotapes of the .procedures to understand the extent of
"irrelevant motions" during those procedures :
Irrelevant'motions by surgeon and assistant within the
ope::ative field delay the completion of the operation,--
,.,, miy injure the tissues, occur frequently, and.,are usually
unnoticed at the time of the operation. These movements
seem to represent a need for action at times'of uncertailty.
We excluded relevant finger dissection, palpation, sponging
or instruction from these counts. Team A cormnitted 96
inappropriate.moves at first oPeration and reduced them
to L2 at their second. Team B decreased theirs frorn 65
to 9 while Team C, without videotapg review, showed an
increase (in inappropriate moves) .zz
At Mount Sinai Ho.spital in New York City, television
is being used toimake tapes of microneurosurgical procedures
2I'* .
--John D. Stoeckle, Aaron Lazare, Charles Weingarten &
Michael T. McGuire, "Learning Medicine by Videotaped Record-ings," Journal of Medical Education, 46:518-524, L97L.
22-
--Leonard Goldman, !ilillis P. Maier, George P. Rosemond,
Stanton W. SalEzman & Lester M. Cr.amer, ,"Teaching surgical
technique by the critical review of videotaped perforniance -
the surgical instant replay," Surgery, 662237-24L, L969.
.:.'20
available to the ,taff.23 Before. Ehe use of television, Ehe
only persons able to view the operative pr.ocedures. of micro-
tlsurgery were the surgeon and perhaps one other with the aid
of an observation tube. Without these tubes, microsurgery
would. be impossible. At Mount Sinai, color" cameras are used
to bring the images of microneurosurgery to monitors in the
operating room' and in doctors' offices. Some procedures are
taped for further. review
Another more corrmon use for television in'medical ridu-
cation is exemplified at the Boston University School of
Nursing. 
.Videocassettes are used there, providing the school
with a standardized for:urat with other institutions using the
same sof tware. Video'cassettes are in, this way' useful to'
Bbston'University as a who1e. Ihe Boston University School of
Nursing also maintains an in-house television: studio and; suP-
plements needed programs they are unable to produce withr a
conunerci'al purchase policy, allocating funds for' videotaPes
produced by other concerns. The ease of use of videocassettes
has been found to..be helpful in the Nursing School's self.
paced learning programq.24
A cable television system in London sends videotaPes
to some medical postgraduate centres which do not receive the
cable signal. The Inner London Education Authority sends
23 rr'
--James C. Cope, "Televising Microneurosurgety," Edir-
cational and Industrial Television.
24Edward Zides,  iVideocassettes at the Boston Uniヤers ity
School of Nursing,'i Videoplay Magazine, 7/74, P。25。
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progralns of many disdiplines dom the■r cable, and finds that
telev■s■on ■s useful in ■ts ability to adapt to other media
Such as film, photography, graphics, radiography and micrO―
graphy.  The prob■ems,which faced the ILEA in administering
this system came in what are nOw predictab10 ways:
Already ■n 1971 the problem of multiple foニュ1lats'was
to arise.  Few institutions then possessed the lll.IVC
helical scan recorders which we used in London, but
fortunately we owned an Ampex l" and a Sony 老:' VTR and
were able to Supply cop■es in these, the two commOneSt
foェШats of the per■od.
The problems of creating and running a videO―library
are of five kinds, concerned with the quality and copy―
ability of the master recording, the multip■i ity of
types of v■deorrecorder ■n use, the di・fficulty of qual―
1[It::i::i:if首]二Iユleuli3mlllallEIillit,t:191:::1lbll瞥lp―
In 1972, the founders of Medical Educational Te■evisiOn
(METV)evaluated the di`tribution of media software they     ‐
began in,1967:
・・・・・1lETV is seen as being complementary to other
fOェ11ls of continuing medical education rather than・com―
pletely satisfying the need for such education by itsёlf.
This info.1:lation might be taken into account when broad
programs of continuing medical education are being planned.
the:[ 樹]旱ib:[:g星:二:T昇::da:li:xIユ:t:呈;ts:f:85°瞥[i38_m.nutёprogrnTno  lf it is assumed that about 500 doctors were' 38g‖
littt:」:gr]署e晋:F:量:[:la:le C°
St per doctor was S6 per
esr were, however, shipped、
widely thrOughout Canada and the United States, and so・
[l:ire[:liltとleX:]:。 どdienCe .s undoubtedly much ■arger
25Michaol Clarke, lPrOduction andDistribution of Pbst:
Broadcasting Inter-graduate Medical
national , 9176
Television, " Educational
26AoT.Hunter&Bernard
Television Survey,:・ 」outtnal 二
Portis, "Medical Educational
Medical Education, 47 :L972.
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Louisiana State Univёrsity is host for the Louisiana_
HOspital Televisibn NetWOr卜, a mOnthly two―hour live presen―
tation transm■tted by m■crowave to ■O c■ties ■ncluding 20
hosPitals and an estimated 4,000 physicians.  The b士oadcas ts
are part of a continuing education progrnm.  The 口直crowave is'
equipped for send and rece■ ve modes at each teェЦlnal, allow■ng
the viewing physicians to ask questiOns and supply other feed―
back during the course of the,preξentatiois.27
0riginating at the Emory University School of Medicine
in Atlanta, the Georg■a Reg■Onal Medical Televibion Network
reports ~continued'success in the use of 3/4" videocassettes:
Al■ Of the´GRMTN programs are distributed on 3/4U
videocassette for replay on Sony, Panasonic, 」VC, and
other U―format machines.  We chose this fo.11lat because
■t is reliable and s■mple to use.  ..。We do llr own
OupliCating, and each program may have from one to tencopies, depending upon ■ts pop lar■ty. As toPica■ prO―grams become less Popular, duplicate cassettes are
erased and re・recorded・.
The staff of′the medical library handles the cata―
loging, shipping, and return of the cassetteso  All are
sent by UoS. mail, using the standard Sony casseビte
mailers.  TO date none have been damaged in the shipping
and only two have been lost ― and this with a circulation
rate that apprOaches 500 caSsettes a month and is ■n―
cre as■ng steadily.  Since the track record of the・UoS.
:::[:: lirI;テ:。
iS S° gOod, we stOpped insuring the cas―
... 市e are self「supporting and all of_our funds cOme
frOm membership subScriptions, sa■e, and re tal for
videocassette programs.  The number of sales is not hitth
- 27--
-'Harold J. Stephens,Continuing Medical Education 」r。, '・Doctor■n Lou■s■ana, I
7/74.
to Doctor' Via CCTV,
Educational and.Industrial Tetrsvieisq, p. Il,
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linll l:習ヒ:r:wiali:]:Ii::Y23rOgFam thOy use and 卜,,P  i
.      In the nOrthwest area of the United States, 
■l medical
education organ■zatio , WAMI (WaShington, Alaska, M6ntana,
Idaho), useS a satellite for two―way vide  transmission in
holding courses, diagnostic consultation, and any other
time■y medical use:
thr:こgil岳五蒜.:[長:F】F:[lt::)hitとl::li I:i:Fモ:::I::'
better tra■n■ng for more medical students and to encourage
:11:h:°長IIttw[:t:'SCtiCe ■n the doctor―
short rural areas
The Pan Pac■fic Education and Collulun■'cation E彙per■mentsr
by Satellite (PeaCesat) is an Operation which invo■ves 12
nationg in daily infonnation sharing, averaging 18 hours of
transm■son per weeko  Peacesat cla■ms to be the first and
Oilブ~international medical satellite hetwork, the・first intra―
state satellite network in the United States, the first satel―
litenヽetwork to offer courses for credit, and the firSt Sate■―
lite library network.  The ,atellite is used in conjunction
with mailed videotapes for use in adminislratiVe planning,
diagnostic counseling, medical library info.Шation, public
information broadcasting, research, and, training and instruc―
ti品。30
28Alan S. Kamiisky & Sal■y lsaacs, :・A
cal Library on Videocassettes, ! Educational
Television, p.4L, 3/77 .
'Circulating Medi-
and Industrial
"In the Northwest, It's I'IAI"1I," American29M.Roy Schwarz,
Education, 5/76
30bohn ByStrOm,
'Peacesat Xxperiment General
Broadcas ting International, Description9/76.1971-76,': Educ io al
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To some meCical riducators, as those involved in the'
Peacesat operation, the effec€iveness of instructional media
in medica,l education is evidenced in concrete ways almost
daily. However, for some groups in medical education, ediica-
tional value and cosE-effectiveness of instructional media
must be proven through sometimes elaborate evaluative efforts.
Ttre Steering Conunittee f,or Cooperative Teaching of the Associa-
tion of Professors of Gynecology and Obstetrics conducted such
an evaluative effort during the academic year L97L-L972.. Ttre
Committee sent out a sample teachiirg aids package to partici-
pating schools and offered this rationale:
The primary objectives of the conrrittee in assembting
and disseminating teaching aids packages were to demon-
strate: (a) that improved teaching coutrd'be carried out
using a variety of modalities and would work well when
the Student 'is'giv6n part of the 'resPonsibility. for his
own education and, (b) that excellent materials producedby enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and stimulating. teachers
oE one facility with specific subject interests coutrd be
used effectively by medical students in other facilities.It was the plan that these materials would enhance cur-
rent clerkship curricula and perhaps stimulate impqove-
ment and changes in course deiign is faculty qgevafuate
vrhat and how they are helping students learn.Jr
Experimentation with the availabifity of leaniing re-
sources within aiparticular institution was r:ndertaken using
Multi-Discipline Laboratories (lDL) and Laboratories for
Learning Resources (LRL). Ihe premise was the following:
Information sources can be in lhe form of laboratory
exercises, books, laboratory-lecture presenEations,
3lR"po=t from the Steering Committee for Cooperdtive
Teaching of the Association of Professors of Gynecology andObstetrics, "Faculty Rdactions to an Instructional Media Net-
work in North America," Journal of Medical Eduiation, V.48, L973.
slide-soun{ Programs, films, video
pro.Bramq^e", well as models, museum
charts-. JZ
The overaLl result was the foff
Experience with the LRL's'indic
almost proportionately_ t-o- the_ quan
resource material available there
this material to current curricula
Ih. a L9'7L, studY, Physicians wer
preference for sources of continuing
compilation of resPonses listed eight
order of preference:
1. Journals and'Other Publ-icat
2. - Postgraduate Courses.
3. Conventions.
4. Local HosPital Programs.
5. Audio Digest.
6. State Medical SocietY Meeti
7. County Medical SocietY'Meet
8. Television.
Ttre conclusion of the studY
usefulness of instructional
physicians:
32^.trora L.
Sources," Journal
33ruia.
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and the media thbt best facilitate the learner in htsiiietime learning..34
TLre Lister ttil1 National Center for Biomedical Corn-
munications is.an ar:ur of the National Library of Mbdicine.
In l-968, President Lyndon B. johnson signed Senate Joint
Resolution 193 to establish the Lister Hill CenEer in an ef-
fort to'encourage "networks and information systems to improve
heal-th education, medical research, and delivery of health
.35servl-ces
A justification for the Lister Hill Center was suD-.
marized for the medical coumunity in a special edition of the
"Journal of Medical Education:"
The efficiency and effectiveness of medical education
must be improved 
- 
and'by means other than replacing
Eoday's patterns. The schools must find better mdthodsto dbpfoy the talents of their scarce and valuable faeulty.
The students are now demanding that a much higher priority
be'assigned their needs in medical. school affa'irs. Ttris
means that more attention to educational processes is
necessary, and this calls for a greater explorat_ion of thepotentiality of educational Eechnology. These forces,
toupled with virtual total familiarity with television and
rapidly proliferating appreciation of comPuter science,
add up to great pressures for change. Corrnunications. tech-
nology is properly appreciaEed as a highly potent catalyst
toward many reforms demanded for both medical education
and practice,' Socie'tal pressure generated by these de-
m'ands cannot'be' ignored. This is an age and a society
conditioned to instant corirniurlicatioh and ifs benefits.
The same is expecEed of. the application of educational
34Kenneth T. Dennё, Mitchell Schorow, Sandra Vlicny &
Donald Ulmer, "Mass Cormnunication Media in Continuing Educa-
tion,:: 」ournal of Medical Education, vol. 47, September, 1972.
35Etgene A Stead, 」r。, Cheves Mcと。
Mary H. Littlemeyer (editOrs), 1:Education
cine:  Roles for the Lister Hill Center, :
Educaゼion, v01.46, No。 7 7/71, Part 2.
Smythe, CoG. Gunn &
Technology fof Med ‐
」ournal of Medical
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technology to medical educatiorr. 36
ILre cost/benefit ratios rdere considered in detail for
the Lister Hill project, and attitudes were made cl-ear:
A biomedical cormnunications network is not a means of
achi'eving more'for less. There is no evidence indicating
that more educational experience can be distributed for
the same sum of money via electronic corutunications.
Rather a different mix of learning exper.iences and perhaps
a richer gyd daener set of learning experiences are to be
expected. J /
The Lister Hill Center, since its inception, has g€neE:
aEed a nunber of programs aimed at sharing materials among
medical schools. One national network includes 116 schooLs
involved in the teachirig of obstetrics and gynecology. Reac-
tions to the effort are positive:
Cooperative efforts in disseminating biomedical educa-
tional maEerials via a neEworking schema appear to be afeasible, practical.approach to help alleviate the problem
of providing more educational material to more students
at a low cost.
An effort of this magnitude requires the unselfish" and
enthusiastic effort of educators and sEudents working as
colleagues toward a coutrnon goal of educational achievement.It also requires adequate funding and the support of a
national organizatLon. The conrnittee was fortunate in
having all of these ingredients available. Perhaps thefact that Ehese ingredients were so readily available re-flects the general thinking that such programs are needed
and can have an alqrqst iurnediate and positive impact on
medical education.JU
AVLINE (Alidiovisuals on Line) is a subset of MEDLARS
36stead, o2. c■
t・
371bid.
38Morton Ao Stenchever & Thomas C. Brown, 1.A Network
長:五i[:[ ::こ::ll:ュli3:1:f4;:a:[:1:血普:[:ri3)]:1' 」°urna1 2二
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(Medical Literature.Anal.ysis and Retrieval), which. serves as
an index for print material for the medical profession in the
same way the ERIC system provides references to anyone on lthe
q
computer line which orii[inates from Stanford University. For
IAVLINE, content and des:ien exnerts convene to evaluate non-
textbook materials for llvailability, suiEability and qual.ity.39
Results of a 
"rrtrf", published in Lg73 revealed that
"Three times as many pfrJricians rely on their olrn personal
I
subscriptions as on hostriital library holdings." In order to
meet physicians' informdltional needs, the principatrs of. the,:l
survey recormend that "Ibcal hospitals must ultimately.face
Itheir responsibility to fshift their hospital libraries from
$being an unattended, ily'-equipped reading room to a mediated
service-oriented multi-media'Iearning resource center.tt40 .j
In keeping with the HippocraLic theory that'real-life
experiences are the best teachers in medicine, a medical edu-
cator notes
. that our potential effectiveness in instruction
will vary directly with the extent to which we success-fully approximate reaf experiences. We should not'be
content Eo pfovide studi:nts with representations of reality
when it is within our power to bring them in touch with
the genuine article. While an opportunity to see a care-fully prepared videotape of the diagnosis and treatment
39Norbert A 」ones, August SwanSOn & Jenny Johnsonb
'lEducatiOnal Materials Reviewed for AVLINE,': 」ournal o
Uedical Education, vol .5L:299-304, April , L97e- 
-
40william P. Koucian & 」Ohn A. Timour, 1'Are Hospital
Libraries Meeting PhysiciansI Info.lllation Needs?:i SpecialLibraries, May/June, L973.
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of diabetic coma is likely to be preferred to hearing
the process described, neither approach has the Poten-tial value for'the' student of engagement in the direct
care of a comatose patient. Can all exPeriences be real
and purposeful? Possibly not. Eowever, if a gtgdent de-
cidei t; seek an understanding oi glucose metabol.i-sm in
order to he,lp- him treat a patient fop whom he is' resPon-
sible, his rLading of a reference text becomes a teal andpurposeful experience. The self-instructional carEridg_e
iitm or the piogranrned unit on glucose metabolism, which 
-he might havb s6lected instead of a reference text, would
be even more effective, because they satisfy a larger pr?Tportion of the principles of cournunication and learning.-'
lhe role of instructional media in medical education
is seen by some aS a dominant one for the future in order to
accommodate 'the gror+ing need for medissf ,professiond'ls in 'a
fugure society. As in.other phases of education, instrucEional
media are offered as a soLution to faculty availability and
student location:
.;. (Medical students').pfeglinical studies could be car-
- ried out via a netrvork irf learning centers affiliated with
the parent medical school. Curriculum would be self-paced.
Large ntimbers,of students could'be added to the beginning
cla5ses. The medical university would adnit of no physical
walls. Those motivational skills needed by the beginning
student would'become the same skiIls needed for continuinghis medical education at a later date. He would be taught
coumunications as a basic prerequisite course in his first
semester. How to listen, how to read, how to speak, how
to utilize coumunications techniques 'to h-is advantage 
-
these will b'ecome the foundafj,on for self-continuation of
one's o\^7TI medical Progress
In terms of hardware, future outlook on the implementa-
tion of medical education may be realized with the present
lL1
'-Jason
visual Methods
ation Journal,
Hilliard, M.D。Ed., 1lEvaluation of Audio―
in Medical Teachingi96:号ユニユニユユMediCalvol. 98:1146-1150,
Associ-
42Dav■d Po Lauler, M.D。,  iCollLllun■cations ■n Medic■ne,0
Modern vediごine, vol.38:94-99: 」une 2 , 1970.
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incubation stagesr of the fqllowing, as they aPply to medical
education on a.w.idesp.read basis: cornPuter storage and re-.
trieval, satellite transmission, cable television, picture-
phone transmission, microwave transmission, microfiche'data
reduction, arid other multi-media learning systems.
The testimony offered through the literature reviewed
in this chapter is important in its demonstration of the eva-
luation of instructional media in rqedical education, current
trends, and 
.indications of possible avenues for the future of
instructional media in meCical education.
The most important discovery in the literature in re-
lation to the thesis exists in the fact that sharing s.ystems
for instructional media software are vrorking with measured
success in medical couuruntEies of many sizes, and for various
functions. In pa::ticu'lar, Ehe Lister Hill National Center for
Biornedical Cou'nnunications has established a national base for
sharing instruciional rnedia naterials, and on a regional level,
the Georgia Regional Medical Television NeEwork exempli-fies a
working program f.or the distribution of media,software among
medicatr schools'.
The posture of:. insEructional media usage at medical
schools in N"ew'York State can be neasured against the insEr'uc-
tional media programs described in this chapter. However,
each educational cormrunity is developed under unique circurn-
stances and with specific goals, so the preceding can serve
only as evidence of what is possible, and what has been proven
.31 
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effective. Observing the'se quali.fications, Cihapter Five presents
a suurmary of the.most important data and literature:
CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT OF
PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENT
CHAPTER III
DE\ELOPI,IE}IT OF PROCEDURES AND INSTRIN,IEM
Truo possible methods were considered for the purpose
of gathering information in.supporL of the thesis.
One method was to conduct on-site interviews at the
ten subject medical schools in New York State. Visits to
the medica1 schools would involve firsthand observations of
the ways instructional media are being used at each s-chool.
Interviews would be conducted lvith key personnel including
media specialists, administrators, and faculty, whose atti-
tudes and opinions would be'polled on the feasibility of a
statewide media-sharing: consortiurn. TLre data gathereC would be
in response to the "Questions to be answered" as detailed in CLr. I.
The other method considered was the gathering of data
through a questionnaire. This was'the method chosen for. use
in this study. Among the advantages to the questionnaire
method was its cost, certainly less than travelling the state"
for personal intervietrrs, and its uniformity, in that all of
those polled would be asked the questions in exactly. the same
manner. This was also seen as a factor in the objectivity, of
the method. Overall, the questionnaire method provided a con-
venient, efficient way to gather significant information and
opinions concerning instructional media at the ten medical
schools in New York State.
The survey qucstiOnndiro consisted of three pages with
33
a total- of'15 questiorrs for 43 points of response. It re- l
- --
quired responses specific enough to delegurine overall trends.
A cover letter was included to explain the purpose of the
i.questionnaire an'il to motivate response.
The development of the questionnaire.was carried out
with close attention to the original questions"d'eveloped in
Chapter One.' It evolved to i.ts final form through a systematic
process rvhich included three essenEial considerations. The first
of those was that the material content directly address the con-
tent:question areas which were most .important to the study. . Low
priority questions \^rere recognized by the author,-rvith assistance
fron Dr. Jarnes R. Treble of the Ithaca College School of Coumr:ni-
cations, in early drafts and r^rere eliminated or revised to focus
the scoPe of the questionnaire within the limits of perEinent
.') i
information and opinion. The second essential consideration was
adaptability. It was designed to acconunodate a variety of answers
possible for each question. The third essential consideration
was that of simplicity and brevity. TLre questionnaire was de-
signed so that it would not be too cumbersome for the recipients
to complete withou! extensive refererices, and so that it could
be finished quickly enough tb ensure its speedy return.
The questionndires were sent to media specia'lists or
appropriate administrators at the ten. medical schools in.Ners
York State. The cover letEer explained the purpose of the
study and promised a compiled set of results fron all schools
responding to all the other schools which responded. There
was no cdst to the participants for returning the questionnaire
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.as Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were provided.
The. srunnary.and.: an&lysis of these data obtained .itt the
survey wilt be accomplished through the use of descriptive
statistics: percentag€S, measures of central tendency (mean,
median "and mode) , and range.
QuesEion /11 was, "How many'.faculty members at your
school use any kind of instructional media in their teaching?"
The five response choices were 0-20%, 20-40'L, 40-60%, 60-80%
and 80-1007.. This, question was entered to assess the popular-
ity of instructional media among medical school faculty in
New York State,so thaE comparisons could be made between the
responding ins titutions
auestion ll2 was, "bn an annual basis, aPProximately
. how many instructional materials are produced in-horrse utilizing
the following types of software?" The eight categories included
in this. and the three questions which follow are Posters,
stiIl photograPhs, scale models, motion picture film, video-
tape, audiotaP€, 35urn slides and transparencies. Question /f3
was, "0n an annual 5asis, apProxirnately how T"t, instructional
rnaterials 
"t" p.ri"hased in the for:ur of the following tyPes of
software?" . Que,slions tt2 and /13 were posed to det,ermine the
tendencies of Ehe responding institutions regarding acquis'i-
tions of software materials.
Question /14 was, "Faculty members submit requests for
commercially pre-produced materials you do not own fbr the
following Eypes of software." TLre response choices for each
of the eight media categories were never, seldom, sometimes
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and often.. This queition is to establish the present dernand'
by medical 'school faculty for such materials . Question. {I5 was,
"Faculty .members would find value in access to progr€ms whictr
are produced and/or.owned by other medical schools in New York
State in the form of the following types of sof tl^rare. " Ttre
response choices for the eight media categories here $rere
probably not,.maybe good ch3nce, and surely. This question
is seeking a probability judgement of the media admihistrator
regarding faculty attitudes toward borrowing media materials
from other institutions
Question //6 was, "You receive requests from other medi-
cal- schools in New York State for conmercially produced media
materials your institution owns: often, sometimes, seldom,
never." Question ll7 was, "You have lent corrmercially pro-
duced materials your institution owns to other medical schools
in New York State: often, sometimes, seldom, never." Question
/i8 was, "You have lent materials your institution has produced
to other medical schools in New York State: often, s'ometilnes,
seldom, never.'t These three questions were designed to deter-
mine the flow ofj borrowed materials between medical schools
in New York State. This flow may indicate whether an orga-
nized sharing system would'be helpful in handling instructional
media materials.
QueStiOn #9 Was, 1:You would find. it a val able oppor-
produced by other medi-
sometimes, seldom,
find it a valuable
tunity to borrow or exchange materials
cal schools in New York State: ofEen,
never . " Ques tion /i10 was , "You would
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opportunity to borror'o: exchange materials produeed by other
medical schools in New York State: often, sometines, seldom,
never." These questions were entered to gather the opinions
of the respective media administrators regarding their out-
look on sharing the two categories of media progralns. This
informatibn is valuable in deter:urining wheEher enough interest
exists to justify an organized, sysEem of sharing such programs.
Question /111 was, "Do you know of any attempts to im-
plement a sharing system for instructional media materials
between Ewo or more medical schools in New York State?" Know-
ledge of such an attempt and its success or failure would en-
hance the'findings of this study. Question lfL2 was, "Would
your faculty and/or staff find value in such a system?"
This, again, is asking the media administrators to speculate
on the potential' of a media software sharing system. Ttrese
professional opinions will be reported accordingly.
auestion /113 was, "Would your faculty and/or..staff
find value in media materials available from other medical
schools in New York State at the cost of duplication?"
(porbably not , waybe, good chance, surely). Ttris question is
the only one which deals with financial considerations in a
direct manner, and is offered to assess the appeal of such a
proposition aside from discussing the educational value of
any given material.
Question /114 was,"Would it be valuable for all con-
cerned at your institution to have available a catalog of
programs owned (purchased and produced) by other medical
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!teaching institutions-in New York State?" (probably not, ,
maybe, good chance, surely). This question seeks the collec-
tive attitudes of the media adrninistrators regarding what
might be an initial step.in fo::uring a system of media soft-
waremateria1s,thecircu1ationofProgramtit1es.Aware
ness is the first step to a call for action.
auestion /115 was, "Please indicate any areas of in-
struction where the use of instructional media is particuLarly
evident." This question was designed to determine if there is
any significant concentration of subje.ct matter in the use of
media materials at the.suiveyed institutions. ,
Ttre final invitation for remarks,on the questionnaire
stated, "Additional comrnents on any questions are weleome on.
these or attached papers. 
_. 
Thank you." This was entered so
that respondents would feel the freedom to qualify any of their
answers if this would make them more 'comfortable with the
questionnaire as returned
These data from the questionhaire were evaluated for
their concurring and differing factors consistent with the'
assr:mptions of this study. In.addition, trends involving
information and opinions as indicated by the data will be dis-
cussed.
Assumptions of the Survey
For'the purpose of making meaningful conclusiohs for
this' study, there are three rnajor assr:rhptions on the data
compiled from the questionnaires.
The first is that the respondents complete the
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:ocal honesty according to the facts asquestionnaire in t
Ehey know them
The second assr:mption is that the responses 'to the.
questionnaires. are accurate in tertrs of actual use of media
at medical schools in New York State.
The third major assumpEion is that the individuals
responding to Ehe questionnaires are media adninistrators at
i medical schools in New York State or have firsthand knowledge
of the facts re(uested.
CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS OF
THE FINDINCS
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE.' FINDINGS
Administration of the Survev Instrtlment
On or about June 20, 
.L977 , one copy of the question-
naire was sent to each. of these ten medical schools in New
York State:
1. Cornell University Medical College
2. New York Medical College
3.' New York University School of Medicine.
4. State University of New_York Downstate Medical Center.
5. Albany Medical College of Union University.
6. State University of New York at Buffalo School
of Medicine.
7. Albert Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva
' University.
8. Columbia University College of Physicians and
Surgeons
9. University of Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentis trl i
10. State University of New York Upstate Medical Center.
A11 of the quesEionnaires were returned within a
Ewelve-week period. Some telephone prompting to media admin-
istrators was necessary to accelerate Ehe return of certain
questionnaires.
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I'Iedia Sharing Policies qnd Trends 
. 
.
One of the central questions to be answered by this
sEudy was to determine if sharing poli'cies and practices for
media software 'materials existed among medical schools in
New York State. Analysis of the returned questionnaires in-
dicated that six medical schools knew of attempts to start a
sharing system for instructional media software. they were
Cornell University Medical College, New York University School
of Medicine, Albany Medical College of Union UniversiEy,
Coltunbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, the
University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, and
the State University of New York UPState Medical Center Col-
lege of Medicine. Four schools said they knew of no attempts
to'start such a system. Ttrey r,rere the New York Medical College
Flower and Fifth Avenue Hos_pital, the State University Down-
state Medical Center, the State UniversiEy of New York at Buf-
falo School of Health Sciences, and the Albert Einstein College
of Medicine of Yeshiva University. Ihe study revealed no Pre-
sently oxgan)-zed.system for the sharing of media software
materials among medical schools in New York State. (See Table X,)
An indication.of the desire for sharing media materials
was found in response to the questionnaire. Survey question
nunrber 13 asked, "l.Iould your faculty and/or staff find value
in media materials available from 
.other medical schools in
New York State at the cost of duplication?" 0n1y one respon-
dent checked the lowest possible indicator (Probably Not); the
TABLE I         ・        :
QUESTION #11
"DO YOU KNOW OF ANY ATTEMPTS TO IMPLEMENT A SHARING SYSTEM
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA MATERIALS BETWEEN TW0 0R
MORE lvEDICAL SCH00LS IN NEW YORK STATE?"
bIEDICAL SCH00L YES      NO
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Albany l,ledical College
Coh:mbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Cornell University
Medical College
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine
New York Medical College
New York University
School of Medicine
State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center
State University of New York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sciences
State University of New York
Upstate Medical Center
College of'Medicine
University of Rochester
School of Medicine
X
X
X
?
X
X
X
X
X
TOTAL 6        4
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average response on the scale of 0 to 3 (O=Probabl.y Not,
l=Maybe, 2=Good Chance'and 3=Sure1y) rvas-1.7. AIso, six
respondents indicated they had loaned media materia.Is to
other medica'l schools in New York State. They were' the" New
York Medical College Flower and Fifth Avenue Hospital, the
State University of New York Downstate Medical Center, Ehe
State University of New York at Buffalo School of Health
Sciences, the Albert Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva
University, the Universiry of Rochester School of l,ledicine and
DentistTy, and the State University of New York Upstate,.
Medical Center College of Medicine. (See Table II)
In-House Productions vs. Cotrmnercial Purchases : Lending
In terms of the frequency at which media materials
were actually loaned from one medical school to another'within
New York State, 3 slightly higher rate of lending of in-house
productions than commercially produced media materials was
shown. This was determined through computation of the average
rates of lending based on the ten medical schools' individual
rates of lending,on the scale of 0 to 3 (O=Never, l=Seldom,
2=Sometimes, 3=Often) . The average rate of lending for com-
mercially produced materials was .g (see Table III) and the
average rate of lending for media materials produced in-house
was 1.1. (See Table IV)
It was found that medical schools in New York State,
as a group, had a desire for increasing the exchange of in-
structional media materials above the existing frequeney of
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TABLE II´
QUESTION #13
1'WOULD YOUR FACULTY AND/OR STAFF FIND VALUE IN MEDIA
MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM OTHER卜EDICAL SCH00LSI
IN NEW YORK STATE AT THE COST OF DUPLICATION?・・
MEDTcAL scHool, Probablv Maybe .f;3i3" surely
Albany Medical College
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Cornell University
Medical CotrIege
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine
New York Medical College
New York University
School of Medicine
State University of New York
DownstaEe Medical CenEer
State 'University of New York
at' Buffalo
School of Health Sciences
State Universiqy qf New York
Ups Eate I'ledical Center
CoIIege of Medicine
University of Rochester
School of Medicine
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1        3      4      2TOTAL
■中            '「●~    1..    |   :・i     l
,i l
TABLE III                     ｀「 :
・           QUESTION #7
'lYOU HAVE LENT COP■I RCIALLY PRODUCED MATERIALS YOUR
INSTITUT工ON OWNS T0 0THER MEDICAL SCH00LS IN
NEW YORK STATE: (NEVER, SELDOM, SOIVETIMES, OFTEN).1
MEDICAL SCH00L   ・  ・
Albany Medical *Col'lege No answer
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons Never
Cornell Univers"ity Never
Medical Coliege
A1bert Einstein College
of Medicine' Sometimes
New York l"ledical College Seldom
New York University
School of Medicine Never
State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center l{ever
State. University of New York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sgiences Often
State University of New York
Upstate.Medical Center
College of Medicine Sometimes
University of Rochester
School of Medicine 'Never
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TABLE IV             _
QUESTION #8
"YOU HAVE LENT MATERIALS YOUR INSTITUTION HAS PRODUGED TO
OTHER MEDICAL SCH00LS IN NEW YORK STATE:
(NEVER, SELDOM, SOMETIbllES, OFTEN)"
MEDICAL SCH00L
A1bany Medical College Never
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons Never
Cornell UniversiLy
I'ledical College Never
Albert Einstein College
of 1ledicine Seldom
New York Medical Coflege Seldom
New York Univers,ity'
School of Medicine Never
State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center Often
State University of. New York
at Buffalo :
School of Health Sciences Sometimes
State University of l{ew York
Upstate Medical Center
College of Medicine ften
University of Rochester
School of Medicine Seldom .
:
F
:
|
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exchange. This was true'for both in-house and corrmercially
In―House Productions vso CouЩlercial Purchases:  Bofrowi■8
Among the ten medical schools suFveyed, in―house pro―
ductions outnumbered collЩlerCial purchases of media software
prOgramg in all eight software categories (poSters, still
photos, models, motion film, videotape, audiotape, 3511ttI S lides,
and overhead transparencies.
When the medical media administrators were asked to
rate the potential value ■n opportun■ties to borrow e■ther
■n―house media productions or commerc■al media programs from‐
Other medical schools in New York State, there was no‐out―
standing difference bet■en the overa■l averages respective
to the two categories.(Tables V,&V⊃  Using a scale to re―
Place the four choices offered on the questionnaire (0=Never,
1=Se■dOm, 2=Sometimes, 3=Often), inLhOuSe productions rated
an overalr average of l.8 and cou■llerc■al productions rated an
Overall average of l.9.  The similarity in averごges was due
to thご fact that′all the medical schools_survёyed except one
answered with the same response on both questions 9 and 10。
Albany Medical College of.Union University was the only re―
spondёnt with different answers, indicating "Seldom" for in“
house productions (queStiOn 9)and l!SOmetimes': for こou.1lercial
productions (queStiOn 10)。 ( ee Tables VII & V工工I)
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TABLE V
QUESTION #2          _
':ON AN ANNUAL BASIS, APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY INSTRUCT工ONAL
MATERIALS ARE PRODUCED 工11-HOUSE UTttLIZING
THE・FOLLOIJING TYPES OF SOFTWARE?・・
MATERIAL
POSTERS
STttLL PHOTOS
IIODELS
MOT10N FttLM
VIDEOTAPE
AUDttOTAPE
3511.1l SLIDES
TRANSPARENCIES
4,、749
63,354
11
49
615
2,050‐
122,000
1,870
TOTAL 194,698
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,     ・ TABLE V工             ｀
QUESTION #3「  ・    ・
・10N AN ANNUAL BASIS, APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERttALS ARE PURCHASED IN THE FORM OF・
THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF SOFTWARE?"
MATERIAL
POSTERS
STILL PHOTOS
MODELS
MOT10N FttLM
VIDEOTAPE  ´
AUDttOTAPE
35mm SLIDES
TRANSPARENCIES
110
3,000
8
335
225
85
1,255'
26
TOTAL 5,044
:
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TABLE VII
QUEST工ON #9
"YOU WOULD FIND,IT A VALUABLE OPPORTUNITIヽ, O ORR W ,
EXCHANGE MATERIALS PRODUCED BY OTHER PEDICAL SCH00LSI
IN NEW YORK STATE: (OFTEN, SOMETIMES, SELDOM, NEVER)。'
MEDICAL SCH00L
Albany Medical College Seldom
Columbia University College'
of Physicians and.Surgeons Sometimes
Cornell University
Medical College Sometimes
Alb*ert Einstein College'
Seldomof Medicine
New .York Medical College Seldom
New York University
School of Medicine Sometimes
State University of Ner^r York
DownstaEe Medical Center Sometimes
State University of Nbw York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sciences :. Sometimes
State University of.New York : ;
Upstate Medical Center
College of Medicine Often
University of Rochester
School of Medicine Sometimes
:::下:1■
|
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TABLE VIII
QUESTION #10
1:YOUW´OULD FIND IT A VALUABLE OPPORTUNITY TO BORROIJ10R_
EXCHANGE CO14MERCIALLY PRODUCED_PROGRAMS OWNED BY
OTHER MEDICAL SCH00LS IN NEW YORK STATE:
(OFTEN, SObIETIMES, SELDOM, NEVER).1
14EDICAL SCH00L
Albany Medical College Sometimes
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons Sometimes
Cornell University
I"ledical College Sometimes
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine Seldom
t{ew YLrk I'ledical College Seldom
New York University
Schoo'l of I'ledicine Sorqetimes
State Univer,sity of New York
Dor^rnstate Medical Center Sometimes
State University of New York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sciences Sometimes
State University of 'I{ew YorkUpstate i'{edical Center.College of Medicine Often
University of Rochester
School of: Iuledicine Sometimes
,-
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Facultv Usage and Attitudinal Factors'
Survey respondents showed that all schools estimated,
at leasE 20-40% of thei.r faculty used some form of instruc-
tional media. Five of nine schools reporting cfaimed faculty
usage at 80-1007". The State University of New York at Buffalo.
School of Heal-th Sciences and Columbia University College of
Physicians an<l Surgeons reported the lowest' figures. for faculty
usage aE 20-40%. TLre five schools who reported faculty. usage
of instructional media at 80-1007. were the New York University
School of Medicine, the State University of New York DownsLa,te
Medical Center, Albany Medical College of Union University,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva UniversiEy,
and the State University of New York Upstate Medic'al Center
College of Medicine. (See Table IX)
As indicated by the medical media administrators sur-
veyed, faculty at medical schools in New York State would find
a valuable use for maEerials produced at other medical schools.
The value in these materials was" seen as greater than the
value in commercially produced programs which are owned by
other schools in'New York State'. (See Table VIt & Table VIII)
In terms of medical schools/ faculty willingness Eo
parEicipate in a media software sharing program'with. other,
medical schools in New York State, the consensus among those
surveyed showed a 1.8 on the 0 to 3 scale. Half of the parti-
cipants indicated a positive response concerning a media soft-
ware sharing system. None of the medical schools indicated
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TABLE Ix
QUESTION  #1
1lHOW bIANY FACULTY MEMBERS AT YOUR SCH00L USE ANY KIND
OF INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA IN THEIR TEACHING?0'
MEDICAL SCH00L
Albany Medical College
Columbia' Unive::sity College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Cornell University
Medical College*
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine
New York Medical College
New York University
School of Medicine
State University of New'York
Downstate Medical Center
State University of New York
at Buffalo
School of. Health Sciences
State University of New York
Upstate Medical CenterCollege.of Medicine.
University of Rochester
School of Medicine
20-40%40-6060-80%80-100%
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TOTAL 10
:k Indicated "don't" know" for Question iI1.
5
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the lowest choice of iProbably Not." (See Table :X)
The desire to buy media materials at the cost of
duplication, according Eo the medical schools surveyed, rdas
just below'that for the media software sharing system itself .
On the 0 to 3 scaIe, the overall rating for the availabilify
of programs at the cost of duplication was L.7, versus' a 1.8
overall rating for, a media software sharing program. (See
Table XI)
Catalog of Media Softrsare
The questionnaire specifically add.ressed.' the. possibil-
ity of a catalog of programs owned by medical teaching insti-
tutions in New York State. The response to this was positive.
0n Ehe scale of 0 to 3 (0=Probably Not, l=Maybe, 2-Good Ctrance,
3=Surely), the collective outlook for its value among the
medical media administrators was 2.3. (See Table XIf)
Conrnon Su.bj ect Areas
Subject areas where the use of instructional. media is
in particular evidence were given attention by eight of ten
medical schools responding to the survey. The most popular
response was Nursirg, listed by four schools. Two other sub-
ject areas-were named by more than one medical school; they
were Surgery and. Anatomy. (See Table XIII)
TABLE Xi
QUESTION #12
1'WOULD YOUR FACULTY AND/OR STAFF FIND A
(0=PROBABLY NOT, 1=MAYBE, 2=G00D
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VALUE IN SUCH A SYSTEM?"
CHANCE, 3=SURELY)
MEDICAL SCH00LRESPONSENllMERICALVALUE
Albany Medi.cal College
Coh:mbia University, College
of Physicians and Srirgeons
Cornell University
Medical College.
Albert Einstein Coll.ege
of Medicine
New York Medical College
New York University
School of Mbdicine-
State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center
State,University of New York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sciences
State Univers,ity of New York
Upstate Medical Center
College of Medicine
University of RochesterSchool of Medicine
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Surely
Surely
Ma,be
Maybe
Good chance
Surely
Good chance
??
?
AVERAGE 1.8
TABLE Xl
QUESTION #13      ・
"WOULD YOUR FACULTY AND/OR STAFF FIND VALUE IN・MEDIA
MATERIALS AVAttLABLE FROM OTHER MEDICAL SCH00LS
IN NEW YORK STATE AT THE COST OF DUPLICAT工ON?:'
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MEDICAL SCH00LRESPONSENnIERICALVALUE
Albany Medical College
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Cornell University
Medical College
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine
New York Medieal College
New York University
School of Medicine
State University of New York
DownstaEe Medical Center
State University of New York
at Buffalo
School of Health Sciences
State University of New York
Upstate Medical C6nter
College of Medicine
University of Rochest6r
School of Medicine
Good chance
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Good chance
Probably not
Good chance
Good chance
Surely
Surely
???
AVERAGE 1.7
1
3
3
1
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.          TABLE XII                       ・
ヽ′
QUEST■ON #14
:lWOULD IT BE VALUABLE FOR ALL CONCERNED AT YOUR INSTITUT10N
TO HAVE AVAILABLE A CATALOG OF PROGRAMS OIJNED (PRODUCED
AND PURCHASED)BY OTHER MEDICAL TEACHttNG INSTITUTIONS
IN NEW YORK STATE?.:
(PROBABLY NOT, MAYBE, G00D CHANCE, SURELY)
MEDICAL SCH00LRESPONSENIIMERICALVALuE
Albany Medical College
Coh-rnbia Univers ity College
of Physicians and Surgeons
Cornell University
Medical College
Albert Einstein College
of Medicine
New York Medical College
New York University
School of Medicine
State Univers,ity of New York
Downstate Medical Center
State University of New York
at Bufialo
School of Health Sciences
State UniversiEy of New York
Upstate Medical CenterCollege of Medicine'
University of Rochester
School of Medicine
SureIy
Good chancb
Maybe
Surely
Maybe
Good chance
Surely
Good chance
Surely
Surely
?
???
3
2
AVERAGE 2.3
3
2.
1
2
3
3
57TABLE XIII     、
.QUESTION #15
'lPLEASE INDICATE ANY AREAS OF INSTRUCTION WHERE THEI USE OF
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA IS PARTttCULARLY EVIDENT:'
MEDICAL SCH00L              AREAS・OF INSTRUCT工ON
Albany Medical College Surgery, PsychiatryPhysicians' Asrs.istants',
Primary Care Nurses
Columbia University College
of Physicians and Surgeons Training
Cornell University
Medical College Nursing
Albert Eindtein College
of Medicine Continuing .Education"
New York Medical College
New York University Ist and 2nd Years of
School of Medicine Medical School
State University.of New York
Downstate Medical Center No response
State University of New York Physiology, Anatomy, His-
at Buffalo tology, Microbiology, Bio-
School of Health Sciences Chemistry, Pharmacology,Social & Preventative Medi-
. 
:' cine
State University of New York Anatomy, Surgery, Medicine,
Upstate Medical Center Neurology, In-service
Cbllege of Medicine' Nursirgl'Pa,thology
University of Rbchester A11 areas, especially Nur,singSchool of Medicine
CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY
AND
CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER V
SmVIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The use of instructional media ■n medical schoO■s ■n
New York State must le regarded as an educational method
subject to the dictates of the personal choicts‐of the u i3.
The resul10～Of the survey for this study cleaFly show lhat
among ten medical schools in New York State, no two responded
in a manner・which would indicate identical infb.11latiOn and
OpiniOns cblcerning the same isstes.  Tliis is true even thoughこ
the schoors arO dealing with the' same subject mattёr.  It'ig
easy to understand, given these philosophic differences be―
tween medical schools, that one school may or may not find
value in ごmediated program developed by another school.  Such
programs may tend to be highly Subjective in teェlus Of faculty
input.
According to the survey respondents, overall faculty
use of instructioial media is high in medical schools in New
York State.  Only Cornell University Medical College did not
even hazard a guess, opting to write :idOn't know" in.the space`
prOvide4.  The statewide average of 68% of faculty using s9me
type Of instructional media is most encouraging.  This figure
sets the tone fOr discussions in favOr Of a statewide sharing
system fOr instructional media.  After all_, among that number
of faculty,. it is assumed .there must be considerable agree-
ment in educational subsEance and styLe
Another area worth.examining are the numbers of programs
produced by individual medical schools in each of eight types
Of softwareo   lt was assumed that if a difference ■n producT
tion ■ terests or capabilities could be deteェul■n d between″th
schools, then these conditiOns would be dited as positive
ground for thO formatiOn of a system for sharing mediated pro―
grams,  For ■ns tance, if one schoolis media center ■s geared:´
up to produce motion picture film and another's is similarly
ready to produce´v■deotape, this ■rわalance creates a vacuum.
which卜may be filled‐through sharing materials.
The results of the stivey showed a general popularity
in production of videotape, still photographs and 351lLll Slides.´
Of nine medical schools responding to the question, a1l of them
■ndicated that some ■n each of the above software categor■e
were prOduced on an annual basis.  It is not certain how many of
each, because Cornell University Medical College answered、with a
blanket ::Dontt Knowil for all production cate30ries, New York
Univorsity School′of Medicine・answered each category in percent―
ages, and Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons
answered with either a blank or a check mark for each category
reξ雹ぜding instructional media useo  The ■mbal nce ■ pr duction
lPosters
Film, Videotape,, 
Sti1l Photographs; Models, Motion Picture
Audiot pe, 35mm Slides, and Transparencies.
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checked out well in the 'survey. One example of this is
found in the differences in media production between New
York Medical Collbge and the University of Rochester School
of Medicine. In a yearrs time, the New York Medical College
produces no audiotapes and 500 35nm slides. In the same time,
the University of Rochester School of Medicine proiluces"f00
audiotapes and 1OO 35mn s lides . I.lith Ehis di.f.fe:ienc€ ,iD ,pro:
duction between the two medical schd.ols in these two software
categories, one or both of two possibilities must be true.
Either Ehe schools are more interested in one medium over
another as a means to meet their educational go'ats, or they
are equipped to produce one nnedium, and not the othbr. Eith'dt
way, acces's to media'materials prod.uced by other schools would
'provide avenues of experimentation and opportunities for evalu-
aEion of how given media might improve or.reinforce current
and future educational programs.
Iri terms of materials which are purchased by medical
schools from conrnercial media producers, it is conceivable
that two schools may have allocated funds for the purchase- of
programs in thro different subject areas. For instance, one
medical school's media librarian may find an excess of programs
dealing with podiatry, while a media librarian at another
school finds an excess of programs on.urology. This imbalance,
as in the production area, may be levelled in part through
sharing such programs rvith other medical schobls.
The survey supported this assunption, although the
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return of thesё:da,a forrthis part of the Cluestionnai■e was thё
sparsest of all the questiOns,  POrhaps the‐m6st ■gnlficant
po■nt reflected by the surveyャresults ■n th  area of purchased
media materials, was that the most collЩ10n'answ r was l:0。・
That medical schools in New York State are not turning to the
commerc■al marketplace for the■r media programm■ng needs、sup―
POrtS tWO theories.  Ъ O f r t theory is・t｀hat the avゴ■laぢ10
commercially produced media software does not meet their educa―
tional needs.  The second theory is that these.mざdical schools
find it more cost―effёCtive to pro'duce the■r own media pro―
grams, even if they are available on the counilercial markёt.     :
At the present, howeVer, each medical school is workfng ag an
individual unit, seeking to buy and/or produce programs for
their own useo  With the advent Of a statewide media consortium
for medical schools, commerc■al buying power could be made more
effective throughl the employment of ttass purchases where de―
sirab le,and a planned sharing schedu■ of chosenl items.
The survey respondentst assossments of faculty desires
■n terms of media″ Cqu■s t on ,ielded a predictable resp6nse.
On a statewido level, medical sch6ol faculty submit requests
for coIIIInercia■ly.prod,ced media materials pl,qing ttO●■9n
Piqture film and video,ape in the first andl second priority
pOs■tions.
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Statistically, greater enthusiasm is shown by faculty for
access to media programs produced by other. medical. schools.
in thg state. Again, the most preferred software are video-
tape and motion picture.film. 35mm slides and audiotape
enjoy a significant popularity in their potential as proiluced'
by othelr medical s'bhools. The faculty at thesb niedical schoOls
afe 'presurnably aware of the work their colleague's *at-'o'thdi:
institutions are doing in teaching medical students or- in
phases of research. Given this knowledge, it is fair to assume
that medical school faculty throughout the state would be
anxious to- incorporate mediated programs- reflecting such
materi'al into their own teaching. The data show that medical
school faculty in New York State are interested in obtaining
mediated programs produced by other medical schools.' The
reason rnust be Ehat certain material is not available at Lheir
ovrn institutions, thus the need for sharing selected media
proSrams.
The potential for a statewide sharing system among
medical schools for instructional media can in another way be
measured through examination of, the number of "uRorganLzed"
attempts to accomplish the same thing as an orgd:nLzed system.
From the survey, iE is gathered that when one medical school
ructional media material from anotherrequests to borrow an instr ti dj
medical school, chances are almost two to one Ehat the reques,t
will not be honored. The statistics show a statewide average
of L.7 on. a scale of 0 to 3 for frequency of requests and .g
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on the same scale for fr.equency of iomplianc'es of these re:
quests. These numbers are for commercially producedlmaterials
owned by the schools+ If there is a given amounE of educa-
tional interesL in such programs, there musE be one of q
number of possibilities as to why the low rate of actual
lending exists. One likely possibility is the pr'es'ence of
poor instructional media'administration within" some of Ehese
medical schools.. The inability to cope with a given j,ob"situ-
ation most often results in Lhe occurrence of smaIl inade-
quacies in other areas. In fact, it is clear to the duthti
that some instructional media administrators at medical
schools in New York State have difficulty dealing with forces
ouEside their own institutional system. This is evidenced
through a low accessibility by telephone, and a-display of
such a hurried attitude that there seemed to be a"minimum of
Eime allotted Eo "outsiders. " Fortunately, this proved to be
the exception, not the rule. Another possibility is that the
programs which are requested to be borrowed are simply un-
available for anl.a purpose. This rvould be the case if such a
program'were used by the school so often that it could not be
given up for any subs.tantial amount of time. However, unless
some media administrators are inhibited by copyright traws,
there is no reason why any mediated prbgram could'not be avail-
able in duplicate form
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Feasibllitv as Refiecte4 
.bv the Data
Ihe receptivity of media administrators at medical
schools it New York State to the possibility of an instruc-
tional media consortium was not overr^rhelming. However,
positive attitudes in this direction can be calfed significant.
0n a stdE'ewide level, it r.ras deemed by the media administra-
tbrs 'that it would be a valuable opportunity tb-b-orrow 'orex:
change materials produced by other medical schools in New York
Scate at a level of 1.8 on the scale of 0 to 3. Even higher
was the rating for the potential value of commercially Pro-
duced mat€rials, at L.9 on the same scale. It is, of course',
. J* .-imp'eiat'iire for the existence of any statewide ptogf-ail,f:-LHet"-
most of the principal administrators involved are convinced
of . its,"positive value .and its workability. Accor.rplishing 
-
this obj"ective is an entirely different matter than merely
surveying present attitudes. However, in light of the evidence
gathered, it is safe to conclude that a solid foundation exists
in New Ybrk State for the formation of a medical media con-
sortium. One of the healthiest signs is the general reaction
from the media administrators to questions dealing directly
with the fo::uration of the consortium. Only four of'ten ad:
ministrators had knowledge of attempts to start a sharing
system for instructional media, but wh.en asked if their, faculty
or staff might find value in such a system, all respondents
left the door open to the possibility. On the scale of 0 to
3, the statewide average f.or thaE question was 1.8, a very
encouraging.,tatiS tic.
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Attempling tO Spare the survey respondentsr possib■y
confus■ng deta■ls as to the authorts poss■ble plan for the
structure of the consOrtium, two questiOns were nevertheltss
included.in.the questionnaire to illicit judgements in orderl
to gauge the´media adm■n■strators' reactions.  Both of thes｀e
questiOns ga■ed  pos■tive rating statistically.  One of the
queStiOns concerned the p6tёntial value in obtaining medid
mater■als.from.other schools at the cost of duplication.  Only
one resp6ndent out of ten chose the negative answer and the
statow■de average rested at l..7 on the scale of O to 3.  One
Shining stゴr in the m■4st of S9me otherwise mediocre data was
thё reactiOn tσ the possible value in a catalog listfhg the in―
structiOnal media progr,m, 0■7ned by the medical scho91s l,New
York State.  The statew■de average was 2.3 on the scale of O to
3、。  There werei nO negative answers (the 10west choice of ilPrOb―
ably Not''), and there were five respondents who chose the high―
est answer.  Such a strong response to this question indicates
that the media administrators surveyed have an interest in the
work that.each Other ■s do■ngo  This ■s the type of bas■c Pro―
fessional interesぜwhich must exist for any cooperativel effort
to succeed.
The last question on the survey which
areas r,rhere the use'of instructional media is
evident yielded an unexpected resporise. Four
responding to the question listed nursing as
asked for subject
particularly
of eight 
.schools
an outstanding
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area of instruction where nedia is in use. These responses-
point up an*important fdct. Even though all of the medical
schools surveyed offer the first four basic years of medicaL
education, beyond this they may offer any nr.unber of a variety
of graduate'specialty programs , medical technician Progralns',
or, as surfdced on the survey, nursing programs. For the
students in ,simila? pfograms around the state, which are .th'E
bulk of the student population at these schools, the educa-
tional objectives are likewise similar, showing a clear case
for the val-ue of instructional media materials in use by
other schools.
The Origina.l Outleok Vs the SurVev Results
In uhe author's interview with Anne Lawrence, Media
Librarian at the Upstate lteiical Center in Syracuse, it was
expressed by IIs. Larvrence that the conmnunication leve1 be-
tween media administrators ar medical schools in New York
State is not conducive to organized professional relation-
ships. For exarnple, there are no formal meetings or all-
inclusive. correspoddence between medical media'administrators
in New York State. However, the survey results show that a
significant nr:mber of these individuals share the sErme atti-
tudes toward the organLzation of a statergide consortium for
instructional media in medical educati'on. Certainly, a pro-
ject of this potenLial is wortll a day's exploration by a
group with comnnon general objectives. Medical media adminis-
tration petsonalities might play 4 major role in any attempts
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to org"anize a statewide media consortium. T'his is true in
both positive and negative ways. The author's judgements,on
this matter can only come from experience resulting from
contact concerning this thesis. Overall, the results predicted'
by IIs. Lawrence stand very well with the survey results. She
felt, prior to the survey, that some medical school media ad-
minibtratorS'wbuld be easy to deal with and responsive, some
would be enthusiastic and show a willingness to experiment, and
others would be negative in these respects. The survey results,
then, turned out to be a general confirmation of the originaL
hypothesis..
The I'ied.ia Corisortir:m
The purpose and sEructure of a medical media consortium'.
in Nevr York State would ideally be designed by the partici-
pants to accommodaEe their or.m needs as they perceive them.
Hypotheticatly, such a medical media consortium might be set
up in the following manner.
The primary function of a medical media consortium
would be Eo coordinate the circulation of media materials be-
tween the participating medical schools. As other functions,
the administrators of,' thi: consortium could act as representa-
tives to cournercial media houses. As a collective, mernbers- of'
the consortium could increase: their buying power of multiple
sofErvare programs or sets of progranis.
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1n addition to aqting as a medical media crёar.ng
house, the admin■strative portion of the consortium could
prov■de a listing of programs avai■able for use w■thin, the:
ownership of the me面bers.  This would require cbnsitant com―
munication with the membership to gather information and
■ssue Pcr■odiC Supplements to thご li t.
A further endeavor for the consortium might tbe t9
provide an evaluOtiOn service for the members,  Medical and
media experts could submiF their evaluations of programs  .
be■ng cons■dered for purchase, or those produced by medicali
schools in New York State.  These evaluations wOuld be usedi
by members of the consortium ■n dete■111■n ng if given programs
are su■ted to the■r n eds.
Funding for a medical media consortium in New York
State may be ava■lable from one or more sources.  One pOss■―
bility is an allocation from the state budget education ex―
penditureo  This, however, could lead to restr■ctive c■rcum―
stances as dictated by state government.  Rarely is money
handed,Out from gpvernment sources without attached "guide―
lines。':  Another consideration for funding the consortium
would,be the medical.schools themselves.  The member medical
schools could split the fiscal responsibility in an apprOpri「
ate manner.
Fac■lities and staffing for  he cpnsortium headquarters
would be, of course, arranged according to the activ■ties and
scope Of the Organization.  Given that half of the mざdical
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schools in the State are .n the Nёw York Citフarea, ■t may be
advantageous t0 1o9ate the consortium.headquarters there.
A medical media consortium ■n the exper■mental stagё
might limit・ts involvement to one type of software.  For
■nstance, if the consortium activ■ties were t first conccrned
only with videotape (something which all medical schools sur―
veyed usさ), a L00d indication of｀the strOng and wごak points
of the organ■zation could be dete.lll■ned.  Once the designated
trial pdriod haζ ended, decisions can be made on possible
exPansion df consortium Jgervices, or reorganization in・
appropr■ate directions.
NEED FOR FURTHER STUDY
A further direction of study should involve gatheri-ng
data from medical school faculty in l{erv York State. Questions
to be answered by this study would involve preference and usage
levels of instructional nedia by those faculty, and attitudes
regarding the potential of a media softtvare sharing Program
between medical schools in Ner.r York StaEe. The data fron this
study would be veiiuable in its depiction of the users of medi-
ated programs in medical education. Certainly these faculty,
as decision-rnakerb in the process of r,redia materials acquisi-
tions, should be most qualified Lo assess the usefulness, of
such programs in their teaching, and the vafue of access to
other collections of media materials'.
APPENDIX  A
Questlonalre for New York state Medlcal Schools
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QUEST10NNAIRE FOR NEW YORK STATE MEDICAL SCH00L ⅣEDIA CENTERS
l・
  1°晋t撃::Iifililittdi:mtirlh:Ir ::Iとill::l use any:kinl::f・
80-100%
60- 80%
40・ 60%
20- 40%
0- 20%
2. On an annual basis, approximately how many instructional
materials are produced in-house utilizing the following
types of software?
posters, flip charts, bulletin boards
stil1 photographs
scale modets, replicas
motion picture film, film loops (8 or 1'6nur)
videotape
audioLape
35mm slides (used with live or recorded narration)
transparencies for overhead,.projection
3. 0n an annual basis, approximately hor.r many instructional
materials are purchased in the form of Ehe follovring
types of software?.
pos ters
s t'i11 p[otos
scale models
motion picture film
videotape
audiotape
35nnn slides
transparencies
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, 
questionnaire, page 2
4. Faculty members subnnit requests fg= conunerciafly, pre-produced
materials you do rrot own for the following tyPes of softruare:
never seldom s ometi.mes of ten
posters, etc
still photograPhs
motion picture film
videotape
audiotape
scale models'
35mm slides
transparencies
Faculty members would find value in access to Programs whi.ch
are produced and/or owned by other medical schools in New
York- State in the form of the following types of software:
5。
probably
not
posLers, etc.
still photographs
motion picture film
videotape
audiotape
scale models
35um slides
transparencies
:'You.rdceive requests from otherState for connnercially producedinstitution o!,rns:
maybe
good-
chahce
medical schools
media materials
surёly:
in New York
your
often
sometimes
seldom
never
6。
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questionnaire, Page 3
..
7 . -You have lent conrnercially produced macerials yourinstitution owns to other medical schools i-n New York
Statb:
often
sometimes
seldom
never
B. Yorr have lent mate::ihls your institution has produced to
other mediial s'ihools in New York State:
often
someti.mes
se'ldom
never
9. You would find it a valuable Opportulniily tO bo士lr・lDW'bゴ・
exchange matbrial‐s・ produced″‐byし ther medica■ schoolゞiゝn.
New York Statel
r.′                      dften
sometimes
seldom
never
10. You would find it a valuable opportunity to borrow or
exchange comrnercially produced programs owned by other
medical schools in New York State:
:'' of'ten
sometimds.
sef.dom
never
11. Po you know of any attempts to implement a sharing systemfor instructionaf media materials. between two. or'more
medical schools in ltrew York State?
「THACA COLLEGE LIBRA冊
L2. I,lou1d' your
sys tem?
7\
questionnaire, page 4
faculty and/or staff find value in such a
probably not
maybe
good chance
surely
13. I^Iould your faculty and/or staff find value in media
materials available from other medical schools in New
York State at the cost of duplicaLion?
probably not
maybe
good chance
surely
14. Would it tie valuable for
tion to have available a(produced and purchased)
instituEions in New York
15. Please indicate any areas of
use of instructional media is
Additional cormnents on any questions
attached papers. Thank you.
all concerned at your institur
catalog of programs ownedby other medical teaching
S tate?
probably not
maybe
good chance
surely
instruction where theparticularly evident:
are welcome on these or
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APPENDIX  B
Summary Sent to Survey Participants
ITHACA COLLEGE
Ithaca,'Nelv York l+Bso
0itober 14, 1977
::J  . 1
t4■・ =´
SCH00L OF COMMUNiCAT10NS
Dear Survey Respondent:
All ten OYf the 6白rveys From mediCal
been returned。
? ?
?
? 76
:' j
- 
t,l
'. I
. 
"i
TELEPIIONE (607)27413214
schools ■n New York State have
As promised, I am enclosing a cooy of the compiled resuLts Bxactly as
submitted by each school, uithout interpretation.
0nce again, thankyou for your cooperation in the survey effort.
Sincerely,
う
Haliky S.
Television-Itadio / Cinema Strrdies & Pbotography / Educori,,,rrl Communicrtions / Communicatiotrs Managcnient
Graduate Studies / lrie.outiorral Progrstrrr I Divisiorr of - Tcchuitul Iracilitics / lnstrurtiouel Ilcsourel Cerrtcr /
/ Sp)rts ConlmunicntiOns
ヽヽ'1(:B AM/「M・/■V
IYledicaI schools surveyed are designated in these pages'by the
f ollouling:
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basis, approximately hotu many instructional materials
in-house uiilizing the follouing types of soflt,uare?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
- Cornell University llledical College
Neru York tlledicaf CoIlege Flouer 'and Fif th Avenue Hospital
Neur York University SchooI of tYledicine
Albany trledical CoIlege of Union University
- 
SUNY Buffalo School of Health Scienees
AIbert Einstein College of tYledicine of Yeshiva University
Columbia University CoIIege of Physicians and Surgeons
- 
University of Rochester School of ftledicine and Dentistry
SUNY Upstate tiledical Center College of trledicine
Hotu many faculty members at your school use any kind ofinstructional medj-a in their teaching?
1 
- 
dontt knou
2 - 4o-6oi!
3 - 8o-1oo%
4 8o-1ool
5 BO-1OO.,"
6 2o-4on^
7 8o-1 oo%
20-40%
60-8o%
8o=1 oo%
8
9
1ロ
2。 0n an annual
are produced
12
o ste rs 入 つ
t,ilt photos O t
rodels
??
ι
`
10
`牛
???
%???
ユOO
000
l各
videotape
ludi o tap e
lotion film
20025υ
∫75θ
“
ユ_二J_6-
30 5■ t000 ケ
lboo :/6λ5,o006`αЮ LS,ou 午
θ 0 ? 6 0 3 6
θ 20 3 0 ノC)
■5・ ≠0 ■oo6o
′60
? ?? /
め Z6●3oo / ′00 00
二oo 7 tStooo t5,9oo 190, 7~~~′00 丘QO_
■1 3 ′,ゎ
“
4 ■00 5060o ■0, ノoo0
3. 0n an annual ba'sist
'are purchased in the
approximat,ely hou many
form'of tire follouing
' .?B
instructional materials
types o i" sof truare?
■_
ノC)Posters    _盪緯 ■ _|二望 y」_二竺 _4_■_斗一 ― 一 一|一生 生 ― 卜 ら
still photos L上盤」ニュ Iマ__1__J_ニユ_Q .(1:)
models      l 1 0 1 o _二_Jtt l__」_三L⊥_Q
?
?
HttHttm召平篠十吾―|―器lI土霊士__"_ニキ=y_1-望■ 二 /
4. Faculty members subrnit requests for commercially Pie-prodUced'
maLerihf s you do not o'.irn 'for the follouling types of sof turare...-
12'345678910:
ふt… I再  辱1面華馨藝再再要要葬肇馨、stirr pho'""rglJr@irui-,ge_,orJ+_l *i:,ier*_i_ -ij:1"1*ittl=-ttilit:;;u;rgl
mo d e I s 
_U .s_.i:3_tptslg.l1g!,LE!Er=l_j- YA.uuj-_j- -lj6Jl,e ptEri: I {rf ,l t f I.望彙ビ墜鼻1__卜
抑
=単
_=韓率い銚嬢毛t 、1l photoS NごりごF 薦 蔽
l::::]^fllm::::::i:[::::][:::::|:::::IIII11::::!|三
二
|三
二
: il::::111:::|:i:|:量
=草i謹璽嚢壼副斃士量韮圭i量[量涯難置麦蹴耐 l¨識掃詔蹴::‖iU:i::esi歯』lil言:J[1室ilど1主]i:35nnm srides N_{:lEE=)AClEei[iaER] Xii_N!_l lr-,ex!. ! i:.er,rsTlocTe N i 5cr{\6.7.
r r a n s p a r e n c i 
" 
:jJr\,s(f ollnit|6 vE(i lr&;7- 
'.ilri.Jd- W*! /i n
|二oμgrlθFrご全J15
r 
- 
- -' 
- 
- ::_--lYu ruL\i'y/,'rr- ; rt ru t u_\-L-.,_Yi_,!1J._:_l__iL-*J-lY ':
SCALE: [r.lever, Seldoml Sometimes (S0rrlET), 0ften
5. Faculty members ulould f incj value in access to il rograns uhich are
producbd and/or ouned by cfher reedicai sehooLs in lJeu York State
in the f orm of the f ol-Iotring types of scf'tuare:
1      2      3
十
~~ザ
Fべ
′
5      6      7
雨I趾ミ蒸
8,    9    11=
・熱IIマ性 |え
～
|｀1
4_
posters
stiII photos
models
motion film
videotape
audio tape
35mm slides 1湛a414涯駿 匹αl血灘 __い俎
件50
皿 y工
transparencies (1創笙璽■上    加 ェl″1 6
InNPF睦01壁
皿 血 艦 F山
⊆二馳 笠 皇豊蜂 z
釧 笠 望鯉
fiS」βごとv
有τ′〈|・バごマζ
S13だとy
Mハy遜実
` | 
′
SCALE: Probably Not (pru), filaybe, Good Chance (CC), Surely
6-cJ』yl繁毬二
0
SLlスξ17 J壁蟹
川
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redical .schools in Neu york State:. 6. You receive reQqests fror', othpr flfor cemmercially produceC media materials ycur institution ouns:3 \
(scnue:NeVe.r'5e}dom95ometimes,0ften).
.1^- Nevar
, 2"- Sometimes,.
3 Sometimes
4 - Sometimes
5 
- Seldom
6. - Often 
.
7 
- Seldom
I Sometimes
' i 9- Sometimes
, O Sometimes
I
t J. you have lent commercially produced materials-your institution ou,ns
to other medical schools in Nerl York State:
(SCnle: Never, Seldomr Sometimes, 0ften)
Never
. 2 Seldom
3 
- Never
4 Never
:
, 6 
- 0ften
:,
' 7 - Sometimes
i g ;. Never
g Never :'
1 0 Sometimes '
8。  You have le口t materュals your ュnstitution has produced t0 0ther
medical schools ■n New York State8
(SCALE:  Npver, Seldom, Sometimes, often) ・
1 - Never   ~
2 - soldom      .                              '
3 - Never                      ｀
‐  4 - often
i   5 - Nevor`                   10 _ 。Ften'   6 _ sdmetimes             ‐                   .
7 ■ soldom           ,                       1
8 - Never
9 - Seldom
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|1    1
9. You ruould find it a valuable opportunity to borrou or'exchange
materials produced by other medical schools in Neu York State:
(SCnUf: Never, Seldome Sombtimes, 0ften)
1 
- 
Sometimes
2 - Seldom
3 - Sometimes
4 ‐ Sometimes
5 - Seldom
6 …,Sometimes
7 - seldom
8 - SometimeS
9 - sometimes
101- Dften
0. you urould find it a valuable opportunity to borrou or exchange
commercially produced programs ouned by other medical schools
in Neu Yorl< State:
(SCALE: Never, Seldom, Sometimesl 0ften)
1 - Sometimes
? - Seldom
3 
- 
Sometimes
t1 
- 
Scimeti.mes
5 
- Sometimes
6 
- Sometimes
7 
- 
Seldom
B'- Sometimes
9 Sometimes
10 - 0ften
1.  Do you knou of any attempts to implement a sharing system for
■nstructional media mater■als betw en two Or more medical schoo13
in New Y6:rk StatO?
1 - No
2 ‐ Ves
3 - No
・   4 - Ves
5 二 No
6 - Yos
7 - Ves      ′
8 - No                  ヽ
9 - No                                                           .
1ロ ー No                                    l
|
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12. llJould your. faculty and/or staff find a'value in such a system?
(SCnUe : Probably Not, Illaybee' Good Chance, Surely)
1- fflaYbe
2 Surely
. 3 
- 
fYlaybe
4 tllay b e
5 
- 
tllaybe
6 
- 
Good Chance
7 Surely
I lllaybe
|・   9 ‐ GoOd Chance
1 0 Surely
113.  ldJould your faCulty and/oi StaFf find valtte in hedia materialご
|    ]首:ti]ii:u::I:all::; meliCll SC. 1°
lS ・ n New Y:rК State′
  i thi   
・
1    2 - 6ood Chanc色
I    I I [:::「:iin ::                                   l     .
| .    ―・6ood Chance
1    6 - Good Chancel
1    7 - nlaybe
1    8 - maybe
l'《ll=       t
l14。  Uo占ld it be valdable for all concerned at yOur institution t0
i have available a catalog of progTams ouned (produced and purcha'sed)
i l-.., nlhan modina'l Ioanlr'inn i.nelitrifinnq in [\torrr Vnnlz .Q]a]ci?by other edical teaching i stitdtions i  N.eur York St,ate?
(SCnUf : Probably Not, .fr1aybe, Good Chance, SureIy)
1 
- 
lllaybe
2 ttiaybe
3 
- 
Good Chance
4 Sure1y
5 
-'Sure1y
6 Good Chance
7 Surely
B Good Chance
9 
- Surely
1 0 Surely
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15;' PIease rindicate any areas'ofl instruction tuhere tire usE of instructional
media is part'icuIarIY evidents
.j1 
- 
Nursing
2
3 
- 
ffledical Schoof 1st & 2nd Yrs
4
, - Surgery, Psy.chiatry, Physiciansr Assistantsl Primary Care Nurses
6 Phisiology, Anatomy, Histology, l'riicrobiology, Biochemistry,
Pharmacofogy, Social & Preventativ6. ftledicine
? Continuing-Educa'tion
B Training
9 
- AlI Areas, esPeciallY Nursing
10 Anatomy, Surgery, tlledicinee Neurologyl In-service Nursing,
Patholog!
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